Identifying vital nodes is a significant issue for the study of network robustness, epidemic controlling and targeted destruction of networks. Previous studies on weak ties theory recovered that ties with weak strength usually act as the important bridges that connect different clusters and play important role in maintaining the network connectivity. In this paper, we quantify the strength of links based on local information of the network topology, and design a simple yet effective method to evaluate nodes' importance in terms of the number of their connections and overlap of their neighbors. Experimental analyses on synthetic and real networks demonstrate that the proposed algorithm identifies vital nodes leading to faster network collapse in target destruction than some well-known methods.
controlling the information flow of networks. The closeness centrality is defined as inverse of the sum of the lengths of the geodesic distance to all other nodes, which can reflect how efficiently a node exchanges information with every other node. Although betweenness and closeness can achieve better disintegration effect, both algorithms are based on global network information, and their computation complexity is too high to be suitable for large-scale networks.
With the arrival of big data era, the volume of information is constantly increasing and the global information of large-scale complex networks is not readily available [22] . Therefore, it is necessary to design an algorithm for identifying critical nodes, which can achieve a good trade off on effectiveness and efficiency. Typical heuristic algorithms include BPD [23] , mapping entropy centrality (ME) [24] and explosive immunization algorithms [25] have been put forward to identify critical nodes whose removal can achieves the maximum disintegration effect. Recently, Liu et al. [26] presented a measurement to rank node importance based on node connections and the importance of lines. Based on the site percolation theory, Morone and Makse [27] proposed a scalable theoretical framework called collective influence (CI) to identify the minimal set of critical nodes. It is worth mentioning that CI has significant advantage over many previous algorithms in identifying the importance of nodes in maintaining the network connectivity [28] [29] [30] . For more centrality indicators, refer to review articles [31] and [32] .
In the weak ties theory, Granovetter [33] have revealed that ties with weak strength often act as bridges between isolated clusters, and thus as important channels to break through the trapping of information in local circles. Onnela et al. [34] defines the tie strength as the relative topological overlap of the neighborhood of two nodes and concludes that the weak ties are of crucial significance to the global connectivity of the network. Motivated by this, we proposed a novel measure to identify critical nodes by taking into account degree value and the strength of links. We summarize the main contributions of this paper as follows:
1) We draw inspiration from the theory of weak ties to design a evaluation method which depends solely on the topological structure. As a local index with light computational load, the algorithm would be more computationally attractive for large-scale networks.
2) The prposed method can well identify the importance of nodes especially the hub nodes in the clusters and the bridge nodes that conncet different clusters.
3) We investigate the performance of the proposed method for network connectivity on real networks and synthetic community networks, the experiment results show the effectiveness of the proposed method compared to other well-known methods.
The outline of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the proposed method and introduce other comparison algorithms. In Section III, we introduce three metrics which are used to evaluate the accuracy of importance ranking. In Section IV, six real complex networks are introduced for experiments. We perform simulation analysis of real and integrated networks in Section V, and conclude with a summary in Section VI.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Consider an unweighted and undirected network G(V , E) with N = |V | nodes and M = |E| edges. Let A be the adjacent matrix of the network G. The element a ij of the adjacency matrix A is 1 if node i is connected to node j and a ij is 0, otherwise. Denote k i the degree value of node i and e ij the edge between node i and node j.
A. THE PROPOSED METHOD
In the hypothesis of ''the strength of weak ties'', Granovetter [33] states that the strength of a tie between i and j depends on the size of their shared social circles. The strength between two individuals increases when their social circles overlaps. In [34] , Onnela et al investigated the weak ties effects in mobile Communication and revealed that ties with weak strength usually act as connectors to bridge different communities and are of major importance to the overall connectivity of the network. Here, we draw inspiration from previous studies to define the strength of edge between two connected node based on local information of the network topology, as the Solton indicator proposed in [35] : where k i represents the degree value of node i. N (i) and N (j) denote the neighbor sets of node i and node j, respectively. The value of S ij is between 0 and 1. If i and j have no common neighbors, then S ij = 0, if their social circles are completely overlapping, S ij = 1.
Obviously, the higher the number of weak ties associated with a node, the more important the node plays in maintaining the network connectivity. For example, as shown in Fig. 1(a) , the node i is on the shortest path among its neighbors a, b, c, d and there is no direct connection between its four neighbor nodes. Therefore, the information transmitted between nodes a, b, c, d and the clusters to which they belong would strongly depend on their links connect to the node i.
For node j in Fig.1(b) , it is significantly less important than node i in maintaining the network connectivity, because of the existence of alternative communication channels in the dense connections within its neighborhood.
In view of the analysis above, we leverage the property of weak ties to design an intuitive approach for quantifying nodes importance based on node degree value and strength of ties, as follows
As can be seen, the role of a node in maintaining connectivity becomes more important as the value of DWT decreases.
The proposed indicator can evaluate the effect of the number and the topological overlapping of the neighbors on node's structural importance. The larger degree of a node, the weaker strength of its adjacent links, and the more significant the node will be.
Take node i and j in Fig.1 as example, the strength of i's four ties S ia = S ib = S ic = S id = 0, we can easily calculate DWT i = 0.25. For node j, S ja = S jb = S jc = S jd = 1/ √ 5, then we get DWT j = 0.524. The proposed algorithm assigns smaller DWT value to node i.
In order to visually show the effectiveness of the algorithm in identifying hub nodes and bridge nodes, we take the US Western Power network as an example, the top 500 important nodes identified by the proposed method are marked by green color as shown in Fig. 2 . It can be seen from the figure that the method can not only effectively identify the hub nodes in the cluster, but also identify the bridge nodes between the clusters. 
B. BENCHMARK METHODS
In this paper, we investigate the performance of the proposed method with several well-known measures. These measures include :
1) DEGREE CENTRALITY
Degree centrality is a fundamental ranking algorithm to identify the importance of nodes, the degree of node i is defined as
(3)
2) THE K-SHELL DECOMPOSITION METHOD
The k-shell decomposition method, proposed by Kitsak et al. [21] , assigns all network nodes into k-shells by iteratively removing nodes as follows. First, removing all nodes that with one connection only and assign those nodes to 1-shell. After this process, there may exist new nodes with k = 1, then the pruning is repeated until all nodes with k = 1 are removed. All of those removed nodes would classify with 1-shell. Next, this procedure continues in a similar way for the nodes of degree k = 2 and get 2-shell of the network. The pruning would repeat until all network nodes have been assigned to one of the shells.
3) THE EXPONENTIAL POTENTIAL GAIN CENTRALITY
The exponential potential gain centrality [36] (EPG) combine the popularity of a node in G with its similarity to all other nodes, defined as
where exp(A) = +∞ k=1 1 k! A k is the exponential of A.
4) WL ALGORITHM
WL algorithm [37] is a ranking method based on nodes degree and degree of their neighbor nodes. WL of node i, denoted by WL i , is defined as
5) THE MAPPING ENTROPY (ME)
The mapping entropy centrality of node i is defined as
where M represents the number of neighbors of node i.
6) THE COLLECTIVE INFLUENCE (CI)
Collective influence of node i is defined as
where ∂ball(i, ) represents the boundary of the ball centered on node i with radius , consisted of all nodes whose distances from node i no more than . The radius of CI is set to 2 in this paper.
7) HARMONIC CENTRALITY
The harmonic centrality is defined as
where 1/d(y, x) represents the shortest path from y to x, 1/d(y, x) = 0 if there is no path from y to x.
8) RANDOM RANKING METHOD
Sort the importance of network nodes by random scoring.
III. HOW TO EVALUATE THE PERFORMANCE
We adopt three metrics: susceptibility value S [38] , the maximum connectivity coefficient [39] G and the network efficiency [40] , [41] η to evaluate the performance of the ranking methods. Each method gives a sorting list of nodes based on their importance scores. Then, the nodes are removed in descending order according to the importance of nodes, and the change of network connectivity after each removal are investigated.
A. SUSCEPTIBILITY VALUE S
The Susceptibility value S of the network can be calculated as follows:
where n s is the number of components with size equal to s and n is the number of the network nodes. As the network nodes are gradually removed, the network is broken down into many small-sized disconnected parts. There is usually a peak of S at a special portion p c at which the network disintegrates. If the network crashes several times during the process of nodes removal, there will exist multiple peaks. According to the objective function of the susceptibility value S, it is clearly that the smaller the value of p c , the better the sorting algorithm is.
B. THE MAXIMUM CONNECTTIVITY COEFFICIENT
The maximum connectivity coefficient is another metric to evaluate the performance of ranking methods. Which isdefined as
where R denotes the relative size of the giant component after node removal and N represents the number of nodes in the network. Obviously, the smaller G is, the better the approach is.
C. THE NETWORK EFFICIENCY
Removing a node from the network means that all edges connected to the node are removed at the same time. This may cause some paths between other nodes in the network to be interrupted. If there are multiple paths between node i and node j, interrupting some of them may increase the shortest path length d ij between the two nodes. Therefore, the average path length of the whole network will increase, which will make the connectivity of the network worse. The network efficiency can be used to measure the quality of the network connectivity, which is defined as
where N denotes the size of the network and η ij means the efficiency of node i and j, η ij = 1/d ij . We adopt the decline rate of the network efficiency to analyze the disintegration effect of nodes removal, which is defined as
where u 0 denotes the network efficiency of the original network.
IV. DATA DESCRIPTION
Six real complex networks including Erdos (scientific collaboration network) [42] , USAir (American aviation network) [43] , Roget (The giant network of the Roget.net from the Stanford GraphBase that contains cross-references in Roget's Thesaurus) [44] , USAirport (US air line) [45] , Yeast (Protein interaction network) [46] , [47] and Power (US west power network) [1] are used to empirically investigate the effectiveness of the proposed method. The statistical properties of the six real networks are shown in Table 1 , including network size N , edge M , the average degree < k >, the network average clustering coefficient C, the largest kshell values ks max and the average shortest path length L. The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the strength of ties (measured by Solton indicator [35] ) is shown in Fig. 3 .
V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS A. APPLICATIONS TO THE REAL NETWORKS
In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed method with other methods in real networks. The network's robustness is investigated with respect to the removal of nodes. Fig. 4 shows the relative size of the largest component of the resulting networks as a function of nodes removal ratio p, using different strategies as discussed above. It can be seen that the proposed method outperforms other methods in that the relative size of the largest component G decreases more rapidly over p in most part. Note that, there are some cases in the curve where the relative size of the giant component does not decrease with the removal of nodes VOLUME 8, 2020 (see in Fig. 4 (D), (F) ). This is due to the fact that the structural importance of the nodes that are originally ranked ahead has already changed with the network structure, the original important nodes whose neighbors are densely connected with each other are not as important as before.
In addition to intuitively observing the variation of the relative size of giant components, we also utilize the metric of the susceptibility to monitor precise point of network disintegration. We can see that each curve exists a peak of S at a critical point p c at which the network completely breaks down. Take the network Yeast ( Fig.4(e) ) as an example, the p c values of K-shell, Degree, ME, WL, DWT,CI, EPG, Hamonic centrality and Random ranking index are 0.2046, 0.14068, 0.1495, 0. 1642, 0.1183, 0.1613, 0.2291, 0.218 and 0.2451, respectively. The network breaks down into many disconnected pieces with the minimum p c under the DWT disintegration strategy, which means that the proposed sorting algorithm works better than other algorithms. From which one can find that η for DWT method is higher than the ones generated by other methods.
Similar results also can be seen in other networks as well. Fig. 5 shows the variations of the decline rate of network efficiency η when nodes are removed in descending orders according to the importance sequence calculating by different methods. The experimental results show that removing nodes with the DWT strategy results in largest decrease in network efficiency. For example, in USAir network ( Fig. 5.(a) ), when p =0.1, the η values of K-shell, Degree, ME, WL, DWT ,CI, Hamonic and Random ranking index are 0.6285, 0.7208, 0.7208, 0. 7063 ,0.798,0.7208, 0.6686, 0.6687 and 0.27, respectively. This shows that using DWT strategy to destroy the top 10% nodes of the USAir network, the network efficiency would become the worst when compared with other strategy. Similarly, in Power network ( Fig. 5(f) ), when p =0.05, η values of K-shell, Degree, ME, WL, DWT, CI, EPG, Hamonic and Random ranking index are 0.3008, 0.8124, 0.7737, 0.760, 0.8704, 0.7586, 0.4204, 0.6291 and 0.2412 respectively. Compared with degree, ME, WL, CI and Hamonic centrality, the effect of DWT on network disintegration is improved by 7.14%, 12.50%, 14.53%, 14.73%, 38.36%. Overall, the proposed method behaves more efficient than other strategies in all networks, and the Random sorting algorithm shows its inefficiency in all cases.
B. APPLICATIONS TO THE ARTIFICIAL NETWORKS
We also check the performance of the proposed algorithm through synthetic networks with clear community structures. We choose the Lancichinecchi-Fortunato-Radicchi (LFR) algorithm [48] to generate benchmark graphs with configurable ground truth. The same parts of the LFR parameters set in each graph are: N = 2000, minc = 50, maxc = 100, t 1 = 2, t 2 = 1, mu = 0.1. Where N is the size of network, minc/maxc denote the minimum/ maximum scale of the community. t 1 , t 2 are the power-law exponent of degree distribution and community size distribution, respectivily. µ is the mixing parameter to control the community style. We generate three community networks with different clustring coefficient by adjusting the average degree < k >. G's value suject with each removal strategy is given in the Fig. 6 (A), (B) , (C), the proposed algorithm again shows its advantage in ranking node importance over other algorithms as it achieves a comparatively better performance for the most part in terms of network disintegration. We also show the susceptivity response to removing nodes in descending order of importance sequence ( Fig. 6(a) , (b), (c) ). It can be seen that the peak of S of degree, CI, ME, Hamonic and DWT are very close. This is because for community networks, the critical nodes identified by degree-based algorithms are usually hubs that connect different communities, and removing these nodes will cause the network to break down into many small-sized disconnected parts. Meanwhile, Fig. 7 shows the decline rate of the network efficiency as a function of the proportion p removed in three community networks, and the DWT algorithm again shows its effectiveness.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
Discovering the important nodes with structural influence in complex network system is very important for improving the system's invulnerability and structural stability. In this article, we have investigated strategies for network attack and proposed a node importance ranking method named DWT by taking into account not only the high connections but also the connectivity of the neighbourhood of the target node. The vulnerability simulation experiments on real networks verify that hubs with weak ties are more important in maintaining network connectivity. The proposed method only consider the local connectivity characteristics and is computationally much more attractive for large-scale networks.
In addition, some scholars have found that the importance of nodes is not only related to the network structure, but also to the propagation mechanism [49] , [50] . Ties with weak strength play a role of bridges to connect isolated clusters, thus it can be inferred intuitively that such ties play an important role in information dissemination. This paper analyses the importance of nodes from the perspective of network disintegration, we will focus on the dynamics and network structure to study the importance of nodes in combination with the characteristics of weak ties in the future work. He is currently a Professor with the School of System Engineering, National University of Defense Technology. His research interests include multimedia content analysis and access, particularly for video and images, big multimedia data, complex system modeling, and network analysis. He is a member of the Chinese Computer Federation. VOLUME 8, 2020 
